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Introduction to Amitabha Rainbow Club 

The Amitabha Rainbow Club newsletter is compiled by a nucleus of caring 

individuals to share good and wholesome materials with our readers in the 

hope that their essence may invoke introspection and reflection and a 

deeper understanding of the truth of cause and effect. We simply reap 

what we sow, and therefore, to change our destiny, we need to cultivate 

morality, equanimity, compassion and wisdom. 

Our aim is to build the bridge of understanding and awakening and to 

bring the basic teachings of Buddhism of the Far East to share with the 

people of Australia. While there are many pathways and belief systems, 

values and attitudes, we are not different from each other and that in 

essence we are all interconnected with one another.  

To hurt others is truly to hurt ourselves and to love one another is to love 

one-self. 

Just as various musical sounds contain the tones of the basic scale to form 

the chords, the multi-colours of the glorious spectrum of the Rainbow are 

formed through the prism of the pure white light.  

When we look at each colour of the Rainbow we realize that no light is ever 

lost, for all colours are contained in the based core of the white light, and 

just as the inner beauty of the spectrum shines through the transparent 

water droplet in the rain cloud, we can touch each other’s lives in the 

sincere sharing of experiences.  

We can all enjoy the light, the joy and optimism through learning and 

caring as we work towards understanding Life and the Universe, continue 

to help promote peace and harmony. 
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The Editors of this newsletter hope that by putting forth this quarterly 

newsletter we may connect one and all, to form a bridge of ‘East meeting 

West’ in sincerity and unity. We hope our readers enjoy our first issue and 

we welcome any input and comments to share, as together we can all work 

towards the greater good for all sentient beings. 

 

We wish you all Amituofo (Sanskrit word: ‘Infinite Light; Infinite Life’) 
 

The Editorial Staff of ARC 

 

 

 

 

Editors Welcome 

Hello all and welcome to the Autumn edition of the Amitabha Rainbow 

Club Newsletter, the first of the four seasons.  I would like to take this 

opportunity to firstly introduce myself and tell you a little bit about why I 

became involved in this newsletter.   

My name is Nicole, I live in Nanango on a large acreage with my 2 young 

children, 2 dogs, 3 cats and 4 chooks. I am currently studying a Masters 

degree and am slowly embracing the Buddhist way of life.  

I accepted Celine’s invitation to be a part of the editorial staff as I have 

found that following the Buddhist pathway raises many questions and has 

altered my life in ways I never imagined.  

The support of likeminded people has been a tremendous help to me and 

therefore my hope is that this newsletter will enable more people of like 

minds to offer the same support and guidance which has been offered to 

me.  
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The selection of the rainbow coloured lotus is significant as in it the 

spectrum of colours and energies are all connected, equally shared and 

mixed into one blend ultimately fusing as one colour - white, which in the 

spiritual term is the expression of purity, unity and wisdom.  

I look forward to reading feedback from all our readers and hope that, 

while we are drawn together in the wish to help others and the affinity to 

share, this newsletter will bring us all just that little bit closer. 

Amituofo  

Nicole 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Anecdotes of Buddhism 

Thoughts from Great Master Yin Guang on Cause and Effect 

Cause and effect is the best method used by all sages, lay and monastic, to 

help people liberate themselves from suffering and attain enlightenment. If 

there was no cause and effect, then it would be difficult to advocate that 

one practice good deeds and there would be no penalty for those who 

commit misdeeds. Clearly if one can understand one’s ultimate morality 

and attain the best merit, one can eradicate one’s afflictions and attain 

Buddhahood. 

Because one knows that cause and effect does exist, one will endeavor to 

move toward good fortune and avoid misfortune, correct wrongdoings and 

return to goodness, stop evil thoughts and nurture sincerity, refrain from 

desire and adhere to discipline. Then, one will be able to attain the sage’s 

level and be reborn in Ultimate Bliss. 

Those with sharp faculties will practice good deeds naturally, those with 

average faculties will practice good deeds to receive the benefits from 

practicing them, and those with the lowest faculties will reluctantly 

 

 

 

http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/2010/8/15/thoughts-from-great-master-yin-guang-on-cause-and-effect.html
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practice good deeds. In the end, they all will be successful in refraining 

from their desires and in giving rise to their consciousness. They will be 

able to break through delusion and attain enlightenment. 

The world’s misfortunes and many disasters we are experiencing today are 

all retributions from our past bad karmas. Now we are receiving the bitter 

results. We know these bitter results are rooted by the bad causes in the 

past. To avoid the resultant suffering, we must eliminate their causes.  

The causes for suffering that were planted in the past can be eliminated by 

sincerely repenting them and chanting Amitabha Buddha’s name. If we do 

not seed any more causes for suffering, we can avoid receiving their results 

in the future.  

What are the causes of suffering? They are greed, anger, and ignorance—

the three poisons. What are the good causes? They are offerings of all 

kinds for the benefit of others.   

If everyone truly understands cause and effect, then everyone will endeavor 

to refrain from evil and practice goodness.  

Naturally, tragedies will not arise. Unfortunately, people today do not 

understand cause and effect. Immersed in selfishness and desire, they 

commit much evil.  

They think only of themselves, not of others. They do not know that 

benefiting others is benefiting themselves and that harming others is 

worse than harming themselves. 
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Introduction to The Pure Land Tradition 

The goal of all Buddhist practice is to achieve enlightenment and 

transcend the cycle of birth and death: that is, to attain Buddha-hood. In 

the Mahayana tradition, the precondition for Buddha-hood is the bodhi 

mind, the aspiration to achieve enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient 

beings, oneself included. 

Throughout history, the patriarchs have elaborated various systems to 

categorize Dharma methods and the sutras in which they are expounded. 

One convenient division is into methods based on self-effort (self power) 

and those that rely on the assistance of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 

(other power). 

Pure Land, like all Mahayana Schools, requires first and foremost the 

development of the Bodhi Mind, the aspiration to attain Buddha-hood for 

the benefit of all sentient beings. Pure Land involves seeking rebirth in the 

land of Amitabha Buddha.  

This is achieved within one lifetime through the practice of Buddha 

recitation with sincere faith and vows, leading to one-pointedness of mind 

or samadhi. 

The pure land of Amitabha Buddha is an ideal training ground, an ideal 

environment where the practitioner is reborn, thanks both to his own 

efforts and the power of Amitabha Buddha’s vows (other-power). No 

longer subject to retrogression, having left birth and death behind forever, 

the cultivator can now focus all his efforts toward the ultimate aim of 

Buddha-hood.  

Faith, vows and practice are the cornerstone of Pure Land Buddhism. If 

they are present, rebirth in the pure land is achieved. Faith, means faith in 

Amitabha Buddha’s vow to rescue all who recite his name, as well as faith 

in one’s own self-nature, which is intrinsically the same as his (to recite the 

Buddha’s name is to recite the mind).  
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Vows are the determination to be reborn in the Pure Land – in one’s pure 

mind – so as to be in the position to save oneself and others. Practice 

generally means reciting the Buddha’s name to the point where one’s mind 

and that of Amitabha Buddha are in unison – i.e., the point of single-

mindedness. Samadhi and wisdom are then achieved. 

Excerpt from ‘Pure-Land Zen Zen Pure-Land (translated by Master Thich Thien Tam) 

 

 

 

 

 

My life experience 

by Kelly 

I am grateful to be given the opportunity to be able to share my personal 

life experiences in this newsletter, hoping it can be of some help to others 

going through similar experience. 

I was a very spirited child who encountered much of the unfortunate 

karma, such as physical and sexual abuse at a young age. I also have the 

good karma of being close to nature: sunsets on the beach and campfires 

at night and music seem to soothe my pain.  

Singing and dancing was my major outlet for the pain I carried around 

with me, hoping that I would, one day, be free of the shackles which hung 

heavy on me. I had visualised that I was going to be a superstar. I also felt 

something special was helping me to keep faith to carry on.   

I am now 36 years old and realise how ego driven and full of self pity I have 

been. Wanting to be noticed and constantly craving alcohol, drugs and 

attention, all which have actually taken me to darker places than I have 

ever thought possible.  
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I have three children to three separate fathers and my children are all 

living in separate locations and away from me.  Fortunately I am able to 

see one of my children on a regular basis – Katelyn is now 10 and she 

accepts me for whom I am.  

I had cancer in my parotid gland at the time when my six months old son 

was taken and put in foster care. Prior to this cancer, I encountered mania 

and depression which drove me to desperate places in Fortitude Valley in 

Brisbane. I was so overwhelmed by the responsibility of being a mother 

because of the addictions and confusion I have endured for so long.  

Suicidal thoughts and abnormal behaviours became a regular part of my 

life and I have overdosed more than three times. I also faced serious 

illnesses both physical and mental whilst anger destroyed me inside out. 

Also during this time I took huge risks to attain money, drugs and alcohol. 

Having encountered Buddhist teachings, I accept this as my karma and 

hold no one to blame, but I could not quit nor change for the better until a 

recent incident which truly woke me up.  

Recently I found myself in a life threatening situation in Perth when I was 

hideously beaten in the face with a baseball bat and a sledge hammer on 

my back. I sustained injuries to my right eye socket and cheekbone.   

Though I was carried in the bush and left to die, I managed to drag myself 

up and onto the road stepping in front of a moving vehicle which stopped 

and helped. The driver called the police and ambulance. For weeks I was 

critically injured, the only thing keeping me alive were the thoughts of my 

children, whom I desperately wanted to be re-united with one day soon. 

Whilst in hospital, the patient two doors away, whom I had helped to his 

room a few hours before, died suddenly, and alarm bells were going off. I 

found myself praying whilst standing outside his door during the chaos 

while the doctors and nursing staff were rushing around and trying to 

revive him. This, in addition to my own injuries and grief woke me up.  

Since then, I am recovering and working hard to change myself for the 

better. I no longer drink or take drugs anymore. I look forward to waking 

up each morning and every day: no more cloudiness but with deeper 

understanding of karma and of my life. 
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I came across Buddhism ten years ago and have met many teachers and 

helpers. Since meeting up with Celine and Charles again recently, we have 

shared many hard sessions.  

The Amitabha Centre has been of deep benefit to me and I am so grateful 

to the centre for their encouragement, faith and help. If it wasn’t for the 

knowledge and understanding learnt through this centre, I would not have 

survived to tell anyone this story.  

With a high respect for this centre, I wish that all sentient beings free of 

suffering and be awakened too. Thank you from the top, the middle and 

the bottom of my heart. 

Life, Light, Love and Laughter, 

Kelly. 

 

 

 

My poignant encounter with Buddhism 

By Celine Richardson 

I have always been a material grasper and a spiritual seeker. This has 

sometimes caused inner conflict, especially when one dominates the other. 

But along with my many downfalls, I also have had the wonderful 

opportunity to experience deep inner peace and calm. 

Having studied a diverse religious belief system in my earlier days, I 

consider myself a free thinker. In recent years, one experience that stood 

clear in mind was the poignant encounter with Buddhism that completely 

changed my life, especially after meeting a Dharma Master who later 

became my spiritual teacher. As the saying goes, “When the student is 

ready, the teacher will appear.”  

It all began in June 1999, when a dear friend from Sydney, Amy, who was 

coming to attend a seven-day retreat at Calamvale in Brisbane, rang up to 

see if I could meet her in Brisbane and bring her to a real estate agency; so 

she could arrange to rent her property in Sunnybank. 
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Curious by nature, I have always found meditation with its different 

aspects fascinating. So I asked Amy if I could join in to learn Buddhist 

meditation. At first, Amy was quite concerned, thinking that I could not 

handle the strict protocol of the meditation. She suggested sending a DVD 

for me to view it first. 

The DVD showed a large assembly of men and women in a Chinese 

ceremony. They were all dressed alike in black chanting robes. Being a 

Malaysian-born Chinese, I am Chinese illiterate, and had no idea what the 

chanting was about. But, the spiritual essence that arose from their 

chanting and the musical instruments, struck a chord deep within my 

innermost being.  

Explaining to Amy that I did not understand what they were saying, but 

that in watching, I found the vibrational energies of the music so touching 

and uplifting that I wished to attend. At first, Amy was non-committal but 

she finally agreed to contact her teacher, Venerable Wu Shing. Fortunately 

for me, Venerable Wu Shing said I could attend and just chant the words 

“Amituofo.” 

My husband Charles and I arrived at Calamvale on the agreed upon 

afternoon. Amy, who had arranged for our black robes, was waiting for us. 

There was hardly anyone in the cultivation hall, for many of the retreat 

participants were resting after lunch.  

We followed Amy as she slowly walked clockwise around the hall to the 

sound of meditation chant which came through the loud speaker. When 

Amy and Charles stepped out of the room, I was the only person left. By 

then, I was immersed in a feeling of peace and was happy to continue 

walking alone. It was truly awesome; the energies felt so right, and a warm 

feeling of “coming home” filled my heart. In the midst of it all involuntary 

tears gently flowed.  

That was my poignant introduction to Pure Land Buddhism. 

Suddenly, I caught a glimpse of Amy outside the door, signalling me 

through its small glass window to come out of the hall. Instead, I looked 

down, kept walking, and pretended I did not see her. After a few more 

rounds—and feeling guilty—I stepped out and found that her friend 

needed the black robe that I was wearing. 
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A few months passed. Feeling quite restless one day, I wanted to again 

experience the peace that I had known at Calamvale. I thought of doing a 

seven-day retreat. But attending the retreat at Calamvale was not 

convenient since we had our own spiritual centre (Rainbow Connection 

Healing and Awareness Centre) to run. So I decided to do a retreat at 

home. 

With the help of a good friend, Linda, who came daily to see to Charles’ 

meals, I was fortunate to have time for my retreat. With my daily supply of 

water, a sandwich, Pure Land books, and a chanting tape that Amy had 

given me, I spent nine hours each day in my room. I chanted, did sitting 

and walking meditation, read and had plenty of time for reflection. It was 

truly a week of spiritual and soul-uplifting experience. 

The next major turning point in my life came on our third visit to 

Calamvale. On 27 December 1999, we visited Venerable Wu Tong and once 

again invited him to visit our centre to give a talk. 

Venerable Wu Tong, a jovial and kindly monk, was thinking quietly before 

responding to our request and thoughtfully rubbing his shaved head when 

suddenly he burst out with: “There! She can give a talk.”  

Turning my head to look in the direction he was pointing, I saw, to my 

great amazement, a westerner dressed in monastic garb, walking into the 

dining room and making her way towards us.  

I was bowled over by the shock that shook me as this Western nun moved 

closer. Rooted to the ground and totally speechless, I felt my neck and 

shoulders becoming icy cold, completely dumb struck by an intense 

connection of déjà vu (sensing something is happening again). 

I recovered just in time to say “Hello” as Venerable Wu Tong made the 

introductions. But the poignant encounter with Venerable Wuling, a 

flutter of a tiny “awakening”, left an indelible mark on my soul.   

Thanks to Venerable Wu Tong’s generosity, we invited Venerable Wuling 

to give a talk at our centre, which she graciously accepted. And so began 

her string of numerous Dharma talks at our centre. 
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As things progressed as they were meant to, I took the Triple Jewels along 

with three friends under Venerable Master Chin Kung on the eve of 

Chinese New Year, 23 January 2001.  

That memorable day was a very auspicious day for me for it was the birth 

date of my godmother, Gisele Light (a French lady who took me in and 

sponsored me over to Australia twenty-four years ago). But more 

importantly, it was also the death anniversary of my mother who had 

passed away twenty-three years ago. I have felt very close to my mother, 

especially on that day, and felt that she was watching and happy with my 

decision. 

As events unfolded accordingly, and with the blessings of Venerable 

Master Chin Kung who approved my request to have Venerable Wuling as 

my formal teacher, Venerable formally took me as her student in May 2001, 

on the day that I turned fifty-one. It was indeed my good fortune to meet 

Venerable Wuling for there is an unexplainable deep bonding, the strong 

connection of a good affinity. Yes, I believe that she was my teacher in one 

of my former lifetimes; and I guess it is just and fitting that once again I 

became her student. With Venerable Wuling as my teacher, we picked up 

from where we had left off. 

 The blessings of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are truly great. They had 

the foresight to view the Rainbow Connection and Awareness Centre as a 

Buddhist centre. How else can I explain their little miracle as to how I 

“accidentally” purchased a plaque of Amitabha Buddha in 1994 at a local 

auction to hang at our centre for good luck although at that time I had no 

idea who the Buddha was?  

And so with the right timing, our spiritual centre was transformed into the 

Amitabha Buddhist Retreat Centre. With our official opening on 11 August 

2007, the centre is now holding regular retreats, mainly designed for 

Westerners and all those who wish to find a place to come and cultivate, 

and to find inner peace and inward calm.  

With the help and blessings of all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, may the 

Amitabha Buddhist Retreat Centre reach out to all sentient beings to help 

them break free of pain and suffering.  
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The Wind of Changes 
 
 

THANK YOU 

Life is getting better 

Life is getting fun 

All because of the help 

I got from someone 

Sitting begging of some food 

Has changed my life for good 

Two people took me to their home 

While I was showering 

They got on the phone 

Gave me a place to live 

Food in my stomach 

They have helped to give 

 

 

Opened the door to a new world 

Blinded as I walk 

Startled and overwhelmed 

Life's becoming good 

My appreciation swells 

No longer am I in hell 

Wonderful people 

So friendly and kind 

My life has changed for the better 

And I owe it all to you 

Thank you so very much 

Noosh and Drew. 

Written by a street kid some years ago 
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Readers’ Comments 

We welcome any questions or queries regarding the Buddhist teachings 

and invite readers to write to us or simply to share advice or stories to 

support other readers.   

 The editors will endeavour to see that all questions/queries be responded 

to in due time.  

Thank you. 

The Editorial Staff 

Disclaimer: All articles in the ARC newsletter are carefully compiled by our editorial staff with 
the utmost care. The ARC takes no responsibility for errors, comments or opinions sent in by 
contributors. Opinions or comments expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the ARC. Thank You 

 

Basic Teaching of Buddhism 

The essence of Buddhism is 

To avoid all that is bad 

To embrace all that is good 

And to purify one’s mind 
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